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Abstract: 
 

The 7th ediPon of the Interna'onal Seminar on Collec've Violence and Genocide 
will center its aSenPon on Asia during the Early Modern Era, parPcularly examining its 
relaPonship with the Iberian empires. This seminar aims to delve not only into the 
instances of extreme violence but also to explore the sustained, albeit lower intensity, 
violence, oWen referred to as "slow violence." Such violence has had far-reaching 
consequences that extend into the modern era, whether through its enduring impacts 
or the resurgence of violence stemming from unresolved conflicts. 
 

In the last decade, an important transformaPon of violence and extreme violence 
studies applied to Early Modern violence has taken place. If in 2014 Ben Kiernan had to, 
explicitly, defend the possibility of genocide as subject of study for the Early Modern 
period1, in the early 2020s we are facing a consolidaPon of a research area through the 
publicaPon of reference works that, partly, consolidate the historical dimension of 
genocide processes and, on the other hand, creates a specialized bibliography on 
extreme violence and genocide in the Early Modern period that does not import directly 
the concepts and methodologies of other disciplines and chronologies, or generates a 
teleology of atrociPes that ends in the present. On the contrary, it defines, explains, and 
develops itself from the study of the specificiPes of Early Modern sociePes themselves2. 
Finally, we are facing a blooming phase where a great effort to carry out compared and 
connected analysis of study cases is being made, with an important theorizing effort 3, 
going from mere juxtaposiPon of study cases to the construcPon of a consistent 
compared methodology that allows overcoming limitaPons derived from moralisms, 
anachronisms, and self-absorbed parPcularisms, to problemaPze the recurrent elements 
in different study cases, and even rethink concepts such as violence, extreme violence 
and genocide to understand Early Modern and Modern destrucPve processes.4 A key 
element of analysis for this paradigm shiW is the violence derived from imperial and 
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colonial expansions and the destrucPon, intenPonal or unexpected, that they caused the 
Early Modern period.5 We understand how part of the evoluPon of the Early Modern 
period is linked to the growing interconnecPon between Europe and the rest of the 
world. However, we must challenge the tradiPonal interpretaPon whereby Europeans 
export their extreme violence on less violent populaPons, or that the differences in the 
exercise of violence between Europe and the rest of the world serves as an alibi for 
resorPng to violence. Our point of departure is that the relaPon between global 
interconnecPon and increase of violence is since, with greater contact between 
sociePes, or the mulPplicaPon of cross-cultural and intercultural contexts, not only the 
possibiliPes of conflict mulPply, but that incomprehension of messages passed through 
violence increases, which leads to violence becoming extreme. 6 
 

This seminar is part of a series of encounters developed in the framework of the 
«En los límites de la violencia (III): la violencia lenta de los imperios modernos» 
(PID2021-122319NB-C22) Spanish NaPonal I+D Research Project, financed by the 
Ministry of Science, InnovaPon and University.  
 
 

The seminar series also aims to expand the variety of actors studied. The 
development of centralizing states during the Early Modern period, not only in Europe, 
is considered a key element in the evoluPon of Early Modern violence, because of their 
capacity to mobilize resources and their willingness to use large-scale violence. However, 
the most recent bibliography compensates for the weight tradiPonally granted to the 
state, highlighPng the key role of other stakeholders and perspecPve to understand the 
evoluPon of violence in the Early Modern period. The convergence of history of the war, 
history of violence and genocide studies also connects with the stress in long-lasPng 
social, economic, cultural, poliPcal and environmental processes in which Early Modern 
extreme violence is part of, and to which it gives a meaning. Thus, the relevance of the 
genocide by aSriPon approach proposed by Helen Fein and developed later by Sheri 
Rosenberg and Everita Silina that implies the medium-term destrucPon of group through 
forced displacements, sexual violence or provoked famine, among others.7 This allows 
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us to link the study of extreme violence to processes of slow violence, extending the 
environmental sense originally proposed by Rob Nixon, to include the “long emergency” 
of converging problems proposed by James Kunstler and David Orr8 and applied to 
imperial and colonial contexts, as Pauline Wakeham recently advised.9  
 

The general idea of this ediPon is of the seminar, is to analyze (extreme) violence 
in Early Modern Asia, with a special focus on the areas in/or events in which Portuguese 
and Spaniards were involved either directly, or indirectly through 
comparisons/connecPons.  
 

In the broader frame of the project, the objecPve of the seminar is to advance in 
two connected direcPons. A first one composed by, on the one hand, the common 
processed of slow violence imposed by Early Modern imperialism and, on the other, the 
long emergency established in local sociePes on which it was exercised. The second 
dimension covers the form in which that violence informs the configuraPon of the new 
sociePes emerging from it, both in the processed of legal, economic, and social 
reconstrucPon and in its poliPcal, theological, or legal jusPficaPon. The final aim is to 
understand the broader, slower, long-term violence in those spaces and its long-term 
consequences that inform the challenges facing our world today. 
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